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		UP-TO-DATE, TECHNICALLY ACCURATE COVERAGE OF ESSENTIAL TOPICS IN IMAGE AND VIDEO PROCESSING

	
		This is the first book to combine image and video processing with a practical MATLAB®-oriented approach in order to demonstrate the most important image and video techniques and algorithms. Utilizing minimal math, the contents are presented in a clear, objective manner, emphasizing and encouraging experimentation.

	
		The book has been organized into two parts. Part I: Image Processing begins with an overview of the field, then introduces the fundamental concepts, notation, and terminology associated with image representation and basic image processing operations. Next, it discusses MATLAB® and its Image Processing Toolbox with the start of a series of chapters with hands-on activities and step-by-step tutorials. These chapters cover image acquisition and digitization; arithmetic, logic, and geometric operations; point-based, histogram-based, and neighborhood-based image enhancement techniques; the Fourier Transform and relevant frequency-domain image filtering techniques; image restoration; mathematical morphology; edge detection techniques; image segmentation; image compression and coding; and feature extraction and representation.

	
		Part II: Video Processing presents the main concepts and terminology associated with analog video signals and systems, as well as digital video formats and standards. It then describes the technically involved problem of standards conversion, discusses motion estimation and compensation techniques, shows how video sequences can be filtered, and concludes with an example of a solution to object detection and tracking in video sequences using MATLAB®.

	
		Extra features of this book include:

		
			More than 30 MATLAB® tutorials, which consist of step-by-step guides toexploring image and video processing techniques using MATLAB®
	
			Chapters supported by figures, examples, illustrative problems, and exercises
	
			Useful websites and an extensive list of bibliographical references


	
		This accessible text is ideal for upper-level undergraduate and graduate students in digital image and video processing courses, as well as for engineers, researchers, software developers, practitioners, and anyone who wishes to learn about these increasingly popular topics on their own.
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CCNP Wireless (642-732 CUWSS) Quick Reference (2nd Edition)Cisco Press, 2012


	Conducting a wireless site survey is the final step of a carefully planned journey. Before rushing to the facility to be surveyed

	with your laptop and some access points (APs), however, you must collect information about the purpose of the required wireless

	coverage. This chapter helps you prepare for this site survey by listing the...
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Mastering Digital Black and White: A Photographer's Guide to High Quality Black-and-White Imaging and Printing (Digital Process and Print)Course Technology PTR, 2007
The very nature of black and white photography places a premium on creative interpretation of the image. Advances in digital technology have expanded both the precision of imaging techniques and the interpretive possibilities for black and white imagery. Never before has such a wide array of tools been available to photographers who have a passion...
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Scientific Computing and Cultural Heritage: Contributions in Computational Humanities (Contributions in Mathematical and Computational Sciences)Springer, 2012

	The sheer computing power of modern information technology is changing the face of research not just in science, technology and mathematics, but in humanities and cultural studies too. Recent decades have seen a major shift both in attitudes and deployment of computers, which are now vital and highly effective tools in disciplines where they...
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Developer's Guide to Microsoft Prism 4Microsoft Press, 2011

	Building WPF and Silverlight applications can be challenging, especially for those new to
	the technology. Building clean, maintainable, extensible, testable, loosely coupled ones—
	with no idea where to start—is close to impossible. In late 2007, I was privileged to get a
	call from Glenn Block at Microsoft asking if I was...
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F.C.U.K Your Way to Success: The Art of Maximising Results With Minimum EffortMarshall Cavendish Limited, 2013

	Sometimes the story of how something happened (or was created) is as interesting as the thing

	itself. This is very true in the case of this book.





	When Karen Leong, my co-director at Influence Solutions Pte Ltd, and I entered the Learning

	and Development (L&D) arena, it did not take us long to realize that CHANGE and...
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Urinalysis and Body FluidsF. A. Davis Company, 2008
This thoroughly updated 5th Edition provides concise and carefully structured full-color instruction in the handling and analysis of non-blood body fluids.Readers will learn how to handle and preserve the integrity of body fluid specimens and how to keep themselves and their laboratory safe from infectious agents!Practical, focused, and reader...
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